Intratumoral hemorrhage among children with newly diagnosed, diffuse brainstem glioma.
Children with diffuse brainstem glioma (BSG) commonly undergo novel therapies because their outcome is poor with radiation therapy (RT). Although recent clinical trials using new biologic agents documented intratumoral hemorrhage (IH) among several children with BSG, to the authors' knowledge little is known regarding this phenomenon. In the current study, the authors assessed the characteristics and estimated the cumulative incidence of IH among children with BSG. All available brain imaging studies and medical records of 48 consecutive patients with newly diagnosed BSG treated at the study institution over a 10-year interval (1992-2002) were reviewed. Treatment was comprised of RT and various regimens of conventional chemotherapy; none of these patients received biologic agents. At the time of last follow-up, all patients had died of tumor progression. The authors reviewed 319 imaging studies (251 magnetic resonance imaging scans and 68 computed tomography scans). IH was present in 6.25% of patients at the time of diagnosis. The 6-month and 12-month cumulative incidence estimates of IH regardless of the associated symptoms were 15.5% +/- 5.5% and 24.4% +/- 6.5%, respectively. The same estimates for symptomatic cases were 8.9% +/- 4% and 17.8% +/- 6%, respectively. All cases of IH at the time of diagnosis and 78% of symptomatic cases that developed after diagnosis were located in necrotic areas. Although IH is uncommon at the time of diagnosis, symptomatic IH may occur among nearly 20% of children after the diagnosis of BSG. The uniform occurrence of IH among patients treated with various chemotherapeutic regimens and its association with necrotic areas suggests that tumor biology plays a significant role in this event.